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Week 3 1

Creation ScienceCreation Science
Theory of EvolutionTheory of Evolution

Irreducible ComplexityIrreducible Complexity

BCPre Show

Evolution in Seas Evolution on Land

Stellar Evolution

The Grand Scope of Naturalistic EvolutionThe Grand Scope of Naturalistic Evolution

BioChemical Evolution
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DarwinDarwin’’s Origin of the Speciess Origin of the Species

?? Descent with modificationDescent with modification
?? Random Mutation with Natural SelectionRandom Mutation with Natural Selection
?? Survival of the FittestSurvival of the Fittest
?? Beneficial MutationsBeneficial Mutations
?? Purposeless, unintelligent, material causesPurposeless, unintelligent, material causes
?? Biological similarity comes from Biological similarity comes from common common 

ancestryancestry
?? Such similarities called Such similarities called HomologyHomology

HomologyHomology

Bird’s Wing

Human 
ArmCrocodile’s 

front leg
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Examples of AdaptationsExamples of Adaptations

Theory of EvolutionTheory of Evolution

algaes

plants

worms

arthropods

insects

chordates

fish

amphibians

reptiles

mammals

primates

chemicals

time

?? Amoeba Amoeba −−>> ManMan

?? Expands Expands smallsmall change to change to 
ALLALL changechange

?? No proven mechanismNo proven mechanism
§§ Disorder Disorder −−>> OrderOrder
§§ Simple Simple −−>> ComplexComplex
§§ NonNon--LifeLife −−>> LifeLife

?? No such tree in the fossil No such tree in the fossil 
recordrecord

?? Not observed todayNot observed today Evolutionary Tree
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MutationMutation

?? Wrong sequence of nucleotides in DNAWrong sequence of nucleotides in DNA
Wrong gene Wrong gene −−>> wrong proteinwrong protein

?? Mutation Could be:Mutation Could be:
§§ HarmfulHarmful
§§ LethalLethal
§§ NeutralNeutral
§§ BeneficialBeneficial

?? Beneficial mutations are supposedly Beneficial mutations are supposedly 
concentrated in the population while all the concentrated in the population while all the 
others are weeded out. others are weeded out. 

9,999
to

1

From the From the googoo, through the zoo, , through the zoo, 
to youto you

?? Amoeba has 2 million nucleotide pairs in its Amoeba has 2 million nucleotide pairs in its 
DNADNA

?? Human being has 3Human being has 3--6 billion pairs6 billion pairs

?? Three thousand times more complexThree thousand times more complex

?? Information Theory:Information Theory:
§§ The instructions required to create a machine The instructions required to create a machine 

are directly proportional to its complexityare directly proportional to its complexity

§§ Paper airplane Paper airplane vsvs shuttleshuttle
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““ The process of mutation is the only known The process of mutation is the only known 
source of the raw materials of genetic source of the raw materials of genetic 
variability, and hence of evolution ... The variability, and hence of evolution ... The 
mutants which arise are, with rare exceptions, mutants which arise are, with rare exceptions, 
deleterious to their carriers, at least in the deleterious to their carriers, at least in the 
environments which the species normally environments which the species normally 
encounters.encounters.””

TheodosiousTheodosious DobzhanskyDobzhansky,,
On Methods of Evolutionary Biology and On Methods of Evolutionary Biology and 

Anthropology, American ScientistAnthropology, American Scientist

Mutation, the source of all new Mutation, the source of all new 
informationinformation

Mutation, the source of all new Mutation, the source of all new 
informationinformation

““ Ultimately, all variation is, of course,Ultimately, all variation is, of course,
due to mutation.due to mutation.””

Ernst Ernst MayrMayr
Evolutionary Challenges to the Mathematical Evolutionary Challenges to the Mathematical 

Interpretation of EvolutionInterpretation of Evolution
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Systems in MammalsSystems in Mammals

?? Visual system (seeing)Visual system (seeing)
?? Olfactory system (smell)Olfactory system (smell)
?? Auditory system (hearing)Auditory system (hearing)
?? Respiratory system (oxygen balance)Respiratory system (oxygen balance)
?? Cardiovascular system (delivery)Cardiovascular system (delivery)
?? Waste removal systems (liver and kidney)Waste removal systems (liver and kidney)
?? Reproductive system (sexual organs)Reproductive system (sexual organs)
?? Nervous System (messaging)Nervous System (messaging)

System DevelopmentSystem Development

““ If it could be demonstrated that any If it could be demonstrated that any 
complex organ existed which could complex organ existed which could 
not possibly have been formed by not possibly have been formed by 
numerous, successive, slight numerous, successive, slight 
modifications, my theory would modifications, my theory would 
absolutely breakdown" absolutely breakdown" 

Charles DarwinCharles Darwin
Origin of SpeciesOrigin of Species
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Irreducible ComplexityIrreducible Complexity

““Each mutation occurring alone would be Each mutation occurring alone would be 
wiped out before it could be combined wiped out before it could be combined 
with the others. They are all with the others. They are all 
interdependent. The doctrine that their interdependent. The doctrine that their 
coming together was due to a series of coming together was due to a series of 
blind coincidences is an affront not only blind coincidences is an affront not only 
to common sense but to the basic to common sense but to the basic 
principles of scientific explanation.principles of scientific explanation.””

Arthur Arthur KoestlerKoestler
The Ghost in the MachineThe Ghost in the Machine
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Primordial WormPrimordial Worm

““To suppose that the eye with all its To suppose that the eye with all its 
inimitable contrivances for adjusting inimitable contrivances for adjusting 
the focus to different distances, for the focus to different distances, for 
admitting different amounts of light, admitting different amounts of light, 
and for the correction of spherical and and for the correction of spherical and 
chromatic aberration, could have been chromatic aberration, could have been 
formed by natural selection, seems, I formed by natural selection, seems, I 
freely confess, absurd in the highest freely confess, absurd in the highest 
degree.degree.””

Charles DarwinCharles Darwin
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Image Processing in the EyeImage Processing in the Eye

TransitionsTransitions

?? AmoebaAmoeba
?? FishFish
?? AmphibiansAmphibians
?? ReptilesReptiles
?? Birds and MammalsBirds and Mammals

Little Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet

Little Bo-Peep has lost her sheep
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TransitionsTransitions

Invertebrates to Fish?

J. R. Norman, in A History of Fishes says - "The geological record 
has so far provided no evidence as to the origin of the fishes . . ."

Fish to amphibians?

Gordon Rattray Taylor, in The Great Evolution Mystery says - " . . . 
there are no intermediate forms between limbed and finned 
creatures in the fossil collections of the world."

Single cells to invertebrates? 

Richard Leakey, in "The Illustrated Origin of Species' says - " . . . 
extensive searches by palaeontologists have failed to reveal the 
Precambrian strata rich in fossils of multicellular animals (the 
ancestors of many Cambrian animals) which Darwin believed must 
somewhere exist."

TransitionsTransitions

Reptiles to birds?

W.E.Swinton, in Biology and Comparative Physiology of Birds says -
"The origin of birds is largely a matter of deduction. There is no fossil 
evidence of the stages through which the remarkable change from 
reptile to bird was achieved."

Reptiles to mammals?

Roger Lewin, in Bones of Mammals' Ancestors Fleshed Out says -
"The transition to the first mammal, which probably happened in just 
one or, at the most, two lineages, is still an enigma."

Amphibians to reptiles?

Robert L. Carroll, in Problems of the Origin of Reptiles says -
"Unfortunately not a single specimen of an appropriate reptilian
ancestor is known prior to the appearance of true reptiles."
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ArchaeopteryxArchaeopteryx

No Transitional FossilsNo Transitional Fossils

““ The number of intermediate varieties, which have The number of intermediate varieties, which have 
formerly existed on the earth, must be truly formerly existed on the earth, must be truly 
enormous. Why then is not every geological enormous. Why then is not every geological 
formation and every stratum full of such formation and every stratum full of such 
intermediate links? Geology assuredly does not intermediate links? Geology assuredly does not 
reveal any such finely graded organic chain; and reveal any such finely graded organic chain; and 
this, perhaps, is the most obvious and gravest this, perhaps, is the most obvious and gravest 
objection which can be urged against my theory.objection which can be urged against my theory.””

Charles DarwinCharles Darwin
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No Transitional FossilsNo Transitional Fossils

““ The extreme rarity of transitional forms in the The extreme rarity of transitional forms in the 
fossil record persists as the trade secret of fossil record persists as the trade secret of 
paleontology. The evolutionary trees that adorn paleontology. The evolutionary trees that adorn 
our textbooks have data only at the tips and our textbooks have data only at the tips and 
nodes of their branches; the rest is inference, nodes of their branches; the rest is inference, 
however reasonable, not the evidence of fossilshowever reasonable, not the evidence of fossils……
We fancy ourselves as the only true students of We fancy ourselves as the only true students of 
life's history, yet to preserve our favored account life's history, yet to preserve our favored account 
of evolution by natural selection we view our data of evolution by natural selection we view our data 
as so bad that we never see the very process we as so bad that we never see the very process we 
profess to study. "  profess to study. "  

Stephen Jay GouldStephen Jay Gould

Which happened Which happened 
withoutwithout a Designer?a Designer?

Basic Engineering

Living, Loving, Engineers and Artists?
Lifeless Art Forms
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Psalm 139:13-16

For You formed my inward parts;
You covered me in my mother’s womb.
I will praise You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made;
Marvelous are Your works,
And that my soul knows very well.
My frame was not hidden from You,
When I was made in secret,
And skillfully wrought in the lowest parts of the earth.
Your eyes saw my substance, being yet unformed.
And in Your book they all were written,
The days fashioned for me,
When as yet there were none of them.

Fearfully and Wonderfully MadeFearfully and Wonderfully Made


